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Abstract - Cloud computing has become an integral part of everyone's life since it allows us to share our data with anyone 

at any time and from any location over the internet through a service provider. Cloud computing provides virtualized 

platforms that enable users to manage and analyze data without having to do it manually. The term "E-Health" is used by 

hospital executives to describe the electronic monitoring of health-related data. Various e-Health applications have been 

developed to use e-Health data to monitor patients' health successfully remotely. Patient-sensitive data must be 

safeguarded at all costs to prevent data manipulation. In the cloud, protecting E-Health data is a serious problem. They 

have used numerous security algorithms in the existing system and still have much work to do to enhance security 

levels. This proposed method to secure data for E-Health applications in cloud environments by securing improved 

versions of secure hash fixed-based output cryptographic algorithms (SHA-512) with a Password-Based Key Derivation 

Function (PBKDF2), which helps to secure patient data in e-health cloud environments. These methods identify the 

most common aggressions faced by end users, such as Man in the Middle, Brute Force and Rainbow attacks. Finally, all 

the cryptographic hash methods were compared in terms of CPU time, Memory space, and Execution time. 

Keywords - Cloud Storage, Security Issue, Cryptography algorithms, Secure Hash Functions, Attacks. 

1. Introduction  
 Cloud computing is a web-based system that allows us 

to access software, data, and services from any location on 

any web-enabled device via the internet. Performance, 

availability, and security are the three key study areas in 

cloud computing. The security of cloud computing is 

among the most important fields of study. Cloud 

computing constantly installs resources and monitors their 

utilization. Cloud computing collects data and resources 

and provides services to millions of users. In cloud 

computing, data security is a big issue.  

 

The various attribute-based encryption methods are 

implemented for security before transmitting data to the 

cloud server. The Electronic Health Record service is a 

novel approach for exchanging health-relevant data. 

Patients can use it to generate, update, and manage their 

personal and medical data. They can also manage and 

share their medical information with other users and 

healthcare providers. Because of the critical and sensitive 

information kept in the cloud for consumers, security and 

privacy are considered critical issues in a computing cloud. 

The following aspects of cloud security are outlined: 

Availability, Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, and 

Accountability [1]. 

  

 

 Availability ensures that data and services are always 

available to users. Confidentiality is used to secure a user's 

data and prevent unauthorized access. When data is 

exchanged across the network, integrity ensures it has not 

been tampered with. Authentication is used to ensure that 

the message contains only original authors. Accountability 

ensures that no one can deny they were present in data 

transmission. Maintaining data confidentiality and integrity 

is one of the most challenging aspects of cloud computing 

as it relates to data security. Encryption is the first line of 

defense against these issues. However, data encryption 

introduces new challenges, such as Integrity, legal issues, 

and Confidentiality’s Families:  
 

 This algorithm was published in 1993 with the name 

Secure Hash Standard (version-0) by the US agency NIST 

(National Institute of Standards and Technology). Lateral, 

the revised version was published as an SHA-1. SHA-1 is a 

cryptographic hash function that takes an input and 

produces a 160-bit hash value as a Message Digest. 

The SHA-1 message size is 64 bits, the block size 

is 512bit, and the word size is 32 bits.SHA-1 produces a 

Message Digest based on similar principles in MD2, MD4 

and MD5 Message Digest algorithm design. So, it provides 

greater protection than MD5, and a brute force attack 

would be far more difficult to execute. 
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 Also, no known collisions have been found. But the 

problem here is that hackers can exploit SHA-1 to generate 

and install a fake certificate. Since 2005, it has not 

been found safe against well-funded opponents. SHA-2 

was introduced, including significant changes compared to 

its predecessor SHA-1. It consists of six hashing features 

with hash values of 224, 256, 384 or 512 bits. SHA256 is a 

type of SHA2 which outputs a 256-bit hash value. 

The inner state and the output size are 256 bits. It 

is safer than SHA1. This is a hash function commonly used 

in the blockchain. It has improved safety compared to 

SHA-1. But it needs a lot more rounds to become as secure 

as SHA512, so while it's not insecure, a brute-force attack 

would be possible. 

 

 Secure Hash Algorithm 512 is a hash algorithm that 

converts the text of any length to a fixed-size chain. Each 

output provides a 512-bit (64-byte) SHA-512 length. This 

algorithm is widely used for hashing email addresses, 

hashing passwords and verifying digital records. Each data 

element results in a unique hash which is completely non-

duplicable by any other data element. It is safe, possibly 

not for much longer than the predictable future. But 

PBKDF2 is considered usable. As a result, we provide 

improved data integrity by employing SHA 512 with a 

password-based key derivative function that includes 

inputs such as salt and iteration count, which are used to 

increase the workload of such attacks significantly and are 

used to reduce the vulnerabilities of brute-force attacks. 

 

2. Related Works 
The authors [1] offered, Evidence based on 

the Square-CDH (Computational Diffie 

Hellman) hypothesis, which is used to demonstrate the 

safety of auditing public shared data. [2] They discovered a 

revocable identity-based encryption storage system for 

cloud computing that allows for secure and reliable data 

exchange. This approach is primarily utilized to update 

cipher text and key update components.  

 

[3] The authors presented the stable dynamic skyline 

query technique, which combines an enhanced B+ tree 

structure with symmetrical encryption to create a safe 

storage structure for tackling the secure skyline query 

problem in cloud services. This method also generated 

efficient skyline queries and dynamic updates with faster 

response times. The authors [4] offer a new technique for 

releasing an attribute-based storage structure that permits 

safe DE duplication and in which a private cloud and 

storage manage the computational process is maintained by 

a public cloud.  

 

[5] The authors recently developed secure cloud 

storage and a proven data transfer system in which fresh 

verifiable data is shared with safe cloud storage based on 

proven data ownership and destruction. Because of the 

delicate nature of this privacy notion, they observed that 

many advanced algorithms for protecting privacy included 

defects that caused them to violate their stated privacy. The 

authors proposed [6] a novel semi-black-box approach for 

testing and giving counter-instances for erroneous 

algorithms that are designed to be fast and user-friendly, 

allowing a developer to easily explore iterations of an 

algorithm and identify where they fail.  

 

[7] They discovered millions of images are uploaded 

to social media platforms daily, many of which include 

sensitive information. As a result, social care providers 

must not only provide retrieval and distribution services, 

but they must also protect the privacy of the images. The 

scientists published a content-based picture extraction and 

sharing approach that retains anonymity and may be used 

to promote friends in social multimedia apps.[8] They've 

developed a text-image retrieval cypher based on the bag-

of-words notion and random mapping skills. Random 

models are aggregated and retrieved using the k-means 

approach. 

 

[9] They revealed that electronic medical records, 

which are utilized to prevent diseases, enhance cure rates, 

and provide a solid platform for medical institutions and 

pharmaceutical corporations, have unresolved security and 

trustworthiness issues. [28] They looked at the widely held 

idea that data should be transferred through perhaps 

untrustworthy middleboxes that act as a channel between 

data writing. Based on Intel SGX technology, they have 

created a key management mechanism that can protect 

both symmetrical and asymmetric keys, making key 

exchange secure. 

 

3. Proposed Work  
 This electronic healthcare management system is a 

web-based concept that aids in administering employees, 

physicians, and patients in a simple, pleasant, and effective 

manner. The proposed system provides a pleasant working 

environment for any healthcare facility and addresses the 

current healthcare management system's faults [26].  

  

 This system's design is built on smart devices such as 

mobile phones, laptop computers, desktop computers, and 

wireless sensor networks, enabling real-time analysis of 

numerous patient characteristics [20-21]. It aims to create a 

series of modules that will aid doctors in their diagnosis by 

monitoring patients’ data over the internet. It also allows 

for continual examination of the patient for crises by 

attendants and caregivers. The data collected from the 

server allows physicians and caregivers to monitor the 

patient in real time. Each patient's medical history, 

including prescriptions and medical reports, is maintained 

on the cloud for simple access and processing for logistical 

and potential difficulties. 
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Table 1. Literature Survey Comparison  

Ref. No& Year of 

Publication 
Algorithms / Methods Merits 

Demerits 

 

[11] &2021 
Data Mining and the Decision 

Tree Algorithm 

High scalability and reliabilit

y at affordable prices. 

Overheads of computational 

and memory and discussed 

virtualization attacks only. 

[12] & 2020 

Cloud-Edge Collaborative 

Storage and Secure Network 

Coding Methods 

Solves the problem of data 

leaking by public-private key 

pair and managing private 

keys. 

Dynamic cloud storage is not 

supported. 

[13] & 2020 
Random Oracle Model 

(ROM) 

The system is more practical 

in terms of resource use 

The usage of resources is not 

optimal, and also issues with 

latency. 

[14] & 2020 
Policy Attribute Based on 

Encryption 

Provide excellent data sharing 

Security with reduced 

overhead costs for cloud 

computing. 

In terms of IoT Devices, the 

cost factor is high. 

[15] & 2020 
Web Cloud Encryption 

Algorithm 

Offers data confidentiality, 

flexible file sharing, 

and revoking user keys, 

usability and efficiency. 

Required own Internet Cloud. 

[16] & 2020 

Cryptographic threshold 

techniques and intelligent 

linguistic threshold schemes. 

Cryptographic threshold 

techniques of secret data 

protection 

Different layers are needed in 

the management structure 

[17] & 2020 

Secure Sockets layer, hash 

functions, message signing 

and message authentication 

code. 

Provide Security policies, 

user-focused security, 

application security and data 

storage. 

Time consumption is more 

[18] & 2020 
Less searchable public key 

authentication system. 

Ensures the confidentiality 

and security 

of externalized sensitive data. 

Usage of resources more 

 

Fig 1. Architecture of E-Health Management System [22] 

It is intended to monitor a single patient at home and 

several patients in hospitals and public health care 

facilities. Using cell phones to transmit data via the 

internet lowers the overall cost of the system. We proposed 

that the secure hash algorithm SHA-512 with Password-

based-KDF2 offer the privacy and security features of the 

system for patients and their families to access the cloud 

storage as well as the system's probable dangers. 

 

3.1. Evolution Steps 

  In this research, we use the secure hash technique 

SHA-512 with apassword-based-KDF2 to give more data 

integrity and authentication [22-23] for patients' sensitive 

data in healthcare administration. 

 

The following Six procedures are followed: 
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3.1.1. Procedure for Converting an Input Message to 

Message Padding (N*1024 bits) 

 

 
Fig. 2 Converting an Input message into Message Padding (N*1024 

Bits) 

 

Step 1:  Get and Read an Input Message ←M 

Step 2:  if M as character 

Do 

{  

Convert it into ASCII value and  

Then get it in the binary form ←Mb 

{ 

Else 

Convert it into Binary Form ←Mb. 

Step 3 Determine the length of Mb ←ML 

Step 4: do the Padding Process 

{ 

Check 

(ML congruent 896) mod 1024 // Rule in the SHA 

512 

If ML mod 1024=896 

Then add 1 at the end of the Mb and make it as 

896 bits ← Mp 

Else 

set: Padding bits ←896-ML 

ML + (Padding bits) mod 1024=896, to verify 

after that add 1 at the end of Mb & make it as 896 

bits ←Mp 

} 

Step 5:  Convert Mb into Hexadecimal, 

MB ←Mp + [Hex (Mb) as 128 bits] 

As a result, the block's length becomes length 

(=896+128). 

Therefore, MB as 1024 bits of message block size 
 

3.1.2. Procedure for Generating 80 Words Wo-W79 
 

Step 1: Take an input as 1024 bits of Message Block from 

Step5 of Procedure 1(Go to Step5 of Procedure 

3.1.1). 

Step 2:  Make 64 bits of 16 words (W0-W15) from 1024 

bits. 
 

Step 3:  To generate the remaining Words W16 to W79 

using the below equations. 

Set,  

Wi ←Wi−16 +64 σ0 (Wi−15) +64 Wi−7 +64 σ1 (Wi−2) 
 

Where 

• σ0(x) ←  Assign 

(ROTR1(x)XOR(ROTR8(x)) (SHR7x)) 
 

• σ1(x) ← Assign 

(ROTR19(x)XOR(ROTR61(x)) (SHR6x)) 
 

• ROTRn(x) ← perform an n-bit circular right 

shift on the 64-bit 
 

• SHRn(x) ← right shift the 64-bit by n bits, 

the padding on the left with zeros  
 

• +64 ←addition module 264 

Step 4:  After performing Step 3, we have obtained 

             totally 80 rounds of 64 bits from W0 to W79 

 

3.1.3. Procedure for Initializing 8 Hash Vectors and 80 

Constant Hexadecimal Values 
 

Procedure for Initialize 8 Hash Buffer Vectors 

Step1:  Initialize registers as Hash buffer, which is 

represented  

 by 8x64-bit registers are labelled as a, b, c, d, e, f, 

g, h,  

Step 2:  The registers are initialized with the first 64 bits  

  of the fractional parts of the square roots of the 

first  

  eight primes. 

Step 3:  The data reported below are in hexadecimal 

format. 
 

• Assign, a ←6a09e667f3bcc908, 

• Assign, b ←bb67ae8584caa73b, 

• Assign, c ←3c6ef372fe94f82b,  

• Assign, d ←a54ff53a5f1d36f1 

• Assign, e ←510e527fade682d1, 

• Assign, f ←9b05688c2b3e6c1f,  

• Assign, g ←1f83d9abfb41bd6b,  

• Assign, h ←5be0cd19137e2179 

Step 4:  Go to Procedure 3.1.6. 
 

Procedure for assigning 80 constant hexadecimal values 

(k0 to k79) 

Step 1: Initialize variables from K0 to K79  

Step 2: Assign 64 bits of Hexadecimal values to each Ko 

                   to K79 

Step 3: Go to Procedure 3.1.6. 

3.1.4. Procedure for Calculating 80 Round Functions 
 

Step 1:  Set the variables a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, T1, T2  

             to their default values. 

Step 2:  Initialize Ki where i=0 to 79 

Step 3: 

• Assign g ← h 

• Assign f ← g 

• Assign e ← f 

• Assign d+64T2 ←e 

• Assign c ← d 

• Assign b ← c 

• Assign a ← b 

• Assign T1+64T2 ←a 

 

Step 4:  Do the calculations, 

• Assign,  

T1 ← h+64Ch (e, f, g) +64e+64Wi+64Ki 

admin
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• Assign,  

T2 ←a+64 Maj (a, b, c) 

• Assign,  

Ch (e,f,g) ← (e AND f) XOR (NOT e  AND 

g) 

• Assign,  

Maj (a,b,c) ← (a AND b) XOR (a AND c)   

XOR (b AND c) 

• ∑(a) ← ROTR(a,28) XOR ROTR(a,34) XOR 

ROTR(a,39) 

• ∑(e) ←ROTR(e,14) XOR ROTR(e,18) XOR 

ROTR(e,41) 

• += addition modulo 2^64 

Where, 

• Kt ←a 64-bit additive constant 

• Wt ← a 64-bit word formed from the 512-bit input 

block currently in use 

Fig. 3 Message Schedule 

Step 5: Go to procedure 3.1.6 

3.1.5. The procedure for Getting the Message Digests 

through Message Scheduling 

Fig. 4  8 * 80 Round Functions 
 

 

 

Step 1:  Procedure 1 should be used. To get Message 

Block         (MB) as 1024 bits 

Step 2:  Procedure 2 should be used. To get 64 bits of 80 

Words as W0 to W79 

Step 3: Use Procedure 3 for obtaining 8 Initialization 

vectors from a to h and 80 Hexadecimal constant 

values. 

Step 4:  Use Procedure 4 to study and discuss round 

function calculations. 

Step 5:  Using Step 1 to Step 4 of Procedure 3.1.5 to get 

the Message Digest value in the form of 512 bits. 

(Note: This value is never to be modified to the 

actual input message because it is one-way 

property) 

 

3.1.6. Procedure for Combined Secure Hash Function with 

a Password-Based-KDF2  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Block diagram of SHA-512 with PBKDF2 
 

 The block diagram depicts the combination of SHA-

512 and PBKDF2, which accepts as input parameters the 

SHA-512 input message, password, salt, and counter 

(number of iterations). The salt and iteration values are 

either saved with the hashed password as a 512-bit hash 

value or delivered as clear text with an encrypted message. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
 Since the beginning of its development agenda, cloud 

computing infrastructure has been filled with conflict. It 

concludes that having a more robust, secure, and fault-

prone system is more essential than systems that assign 

security texture only after the design has been sent. The 

secure hashing techniques 256, 384, and 512 bits are 

supported by SHA 1 and SHA 2. The table below displays 

the execution results of the input applied to various SHA 

algorithms with PBKDF2 and the associated output. 

 

INPUT MESSAGE PASSWORD 

SHA-512 

SHA-512 + PBKDF 

PBKDF 

HASH VALUE-512 

BITS 

SALT 

COUNTER 

admin
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Fig. 6 The output of CPU time for various SHA Algorithms with 

input “abc.” 

 
Fig. 7 The output of memory occupied by various SHA Algorithms 

with input “abc.” 

 

 
Table 2. Shows that CPU Time, Memory occupied, Execution time (ns & ms) of various SHA Algorithms with input “abc.” 

 

Table 3. The output of various SHA Algorithms with input “abc.” 

  

Message / Password : abc SHA-1 SHA-256 SHA-384 SHA-512+PBKDF2 

CPU Time(Sec) 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.19 

Memory 37532 37532 37680 37644 

Execution Time (ms) 76.606201 67.148167 1.529447 76.428328 

Inputs 

 

SHA-1 (Fixed length 

output:160 bits) 

SHA-256 (Fixed length 

output:256 bits) 

SHA-384(Fixed length 

output:384 bits) 

SHA-512(Fixed Length 

output:512 bits) 

+PBKDF2 

lion 

dd220ebf8686edacb88

6be2691900f8561186c

8a 

a16202c75ee5cf8b000e54

b5c5cd890de15a44463ba

030d41f9847862710394b 

96596bf844065992c4a3

566900998e3eed796806

e7fde2eea5d3bd10cc08a

2bf108fabdc2bc9208bca

9d1abd7f28055f 

b0ade6600b25acbc830630

e449550ef049b2ae61afc57

8000f71723a5115f4ed4d99

0f06de41d21bbbc2b1789f7

6c977dfa5088150f180a8d9

1bf395cc5fae45 

scott 

80d54452b301af25c68

1923e94dc7634a1a0d

82e 

21f7247d4d2d7838fed366

e2aba1bed69582f8cc52a2

65ae3ac3279b7a49e409 

a1c8509d6481318dd665

359f2b64df6abb990eaf9

8546ebe4836ed4261748

486a6693935e7bd5b03f

2603fd12a1036c8 

0081461c7863e4b8a2ec0e

e9eec9811264e6ec120419

2abc6ec75cea41d608026be

f844b93724092f983fb96b2

f39807cf38fcd6e124ad66b

1996a0f2d847690 

help 

ba19a8b0e407cde1f0a

6f3eca4a4c97b97b272

c5 

ac4583b21c9a0c0766994

2dbe6bca0e3a5d6aeaaa41

e509c8a965e6eeeff1f61 

30115d6b59d13891c101

955e8e0aab4c70cbb4f82

d17b6c2c0351401d3be4

c603f7cef2d2d060a6431

dc10b5b86a8e02 

bacf79525bc66944be318ec

28dc2b038727e6b4636012

49fdc3d51b4e9afc81ca4d9

0a8cdbb8719e0bcf7c0fecb

b13a53a20a90e369d69306

7c04b4f47c5e3c4 

abc 

f24255597351d0579e

6dc9d0234f80ab3e3a8

ec9 

 

 

dbbfe5b87ef78683600d07

4f4c7b1bc7241a0d7b0f78

fc1c873687225e2a0f78 

aafaeacb6e6856d59ac41

126cca37126b35be1c3ce

33d0704e34c922f3371e6

747236b53566ea9d0b97

fa9730cbcbd2b 

30f443544cb095f3591ccde

a04c2e69c5383761779577

26d3356bdfd4af0836572a5

625d6861ac7e6664ffe16a7

aba1cab5cd1aa43ae18c550

17b0bed15c009e 
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4. Conclusion 
In this research article, we have proposed that the 

combined secure hash algorithm Version-512 with 

Password Based Key Derivative Function, which provides 

more security for patient’s data in the E-Health 

Management System at every assault during a Brute Force 

Attack, Man in the Middle Attack, and a Rainbow Attack 

on an exceedingly cloud server. The computer's hash value 

(Hv) is compared to the hash value preserved in the 

archive, which is frequently capable and sufficient to 

assess the reliability and security of patient data in an E-

health system. The various SHA algorithms are discussed, 

compared, and implemented. Our proposed system 

provides more security, and Improved results are obtained 

as CPU Utilization is 0.19 seconds, Memory Usage is 

37644 KB, and Execution Time is 76.42 milliseconds by 

the JAVA tool. 

 

Future Work 
This research can be improved in the future to take 

and analyze an original dataset of patient information in a 

hospital management system using an analytic tool. 

 

Abbreviations 
In this manuscript, the following abbreviations are used: 

 

PBKDF  - Password Based Key Derivation 

Function  

SHA  -  Secure Hash Algorithm 

MD         - Message Digest 

CDH  - Computational Diffie Hellman 

IPFS  - Inter Planetary File System  

ROM  - Random Oracle Model  

CP-ABE  - Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based 

Encryption  

SSL         - Secure sockets layer 
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